1993 suzuki katana 600

Make Suzuki. Bought it off eBay by a private seller, title is clear. Bike has a dead battery and
front flat tire but no holes it just has been in storage. This bike still has a lot of life just needs
some maintenance. Msg for any questions! Model Katana Model Bike has a lot of upgrade. Make
Honda. Model Cbr RR. Bike is completely stock mechanically. Bike has been garage kept entire
life and I am only 1 owner, clean title. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja Salvage title New rear tire.
New chain. Runs and drives great. No mechanical issues. The motorcycle passed our safety
inspection. The Ninja takes everything the Ninja is famous for and improves on it with more
power, smoother shifting, and great handling. Features like disc brakes and 17" wheels make it
easily one of the best beginner motorcycles on the market with all the looks of a super sport.
Make Harley-Davidson. Many blacked out powder coated parts, some spares included like quick
detach sissy bar, pillon passenger seat, windshield and service manual not shown. Make
Ducati. Model Monster Everything is in perfect working order and runs like a dream. This is my
wife's bike, and she LOVES it, but she's 9 months pregnant and won't be riding it any time soon,
so we are selling it. Registration is paid through July ! We can provide more pictures and video.
Runs strong, needs nothing just gas and go! Financing available with low monthly payments.
Always garaged and licensed and has new Bridgestone performance tires, brakes and battery.
Looks and runs like new. Model Gsx-R I have a garage kept, well maintained GSXR Just over
11k miles on it. It is in perfect condition outside of a couple barely visible scratches. Serviced
regularly with OEM parts and Amsoil. Only driven on especially nice days, vacations, and
monthly to keep everything working smoothly. Moving sale expecting a wife and baby, clean
title in hand. Excellent value. No trades unless for guns or ammo. I haven't rode it in months
tried stattung ot but the battery is dead and needs new fairing they are scratched up. After
market mirrors with built on turn signals, heavy bar ends. Right hand side mirror has a crack.
Mechanically sounds small cosmetic damage. Only serious bidders please. If you have any
other questions about feel free to ask. This would be a great starter bike for someone new to
riding, but it also has some power and will still get ya where ya need to go fast! Local pick-up an
in person sale only. Good luck and Happy Bidding!!!! Front tire good. Will need new rear tire.
Battery good. Body seen better days. Just put fresh gas in it and started it up. No rides. Sold as
is. Hollywood, FL. Bayfield, CO. Eaton, NH. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. South Kingstown, RI.
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Submit Cancel. The Suzuki Katana is a standard motorcycle sold between and and then since It
was designed in â€” by Target Design of Germany for Suzuki. The unfaired ED1 design featured
a tall, sculpted fuel tank , with both curves and straight edges that merged the tank with a
concave seat flanked by angular side panels. This meant that the rider essentially sat more in
the motorcycle than on it as was the norm. The shark-like faired ED2 was a more radical design
which incorporated favorable aerodynamics, with a special emphasis placed on high-speed
stability, and was repeatedly wind tunnel tested in Italy. The production valve Katanas of
differed only slightly from the prototype; changes included a small wind deflector screen, paired
mufflers, and black accent paint on the front fender and airbox covers. Target's design
philosophyâ€”keeping components compact and close-fittingâ€”was applied to all areas of the
bike's design to reduce production costs, weight, and number of components required.
Examples include the overlapping dials on the instrument cluster, and the offset fuel cap, which
allowed for a clean continuous seam weld on the tank. Upon the GSXS Katana's release in late ,
Suzuki claimed it to be the fastest mass-production motorcycle in the world, [4] ensuring that its
new looks were matched by unprecedented performance levels. So radical was the design
departure from previous mass-market cycles that most major motorcycle magazines of the era
thought the design would not appeal to the masses. Portions of the design ethos are still visible
in many current sport bikes , including the faired-in seat and tank. The GSXSZ circa was a cc
variant of the GSXSZ produced in sufficient numbers to homologate the bike as a production
machine that was eligible for racing modification under the then-current international superbike
racing rules which included a cc displacement limit. Faced with the single-seat Honda CBR ,
which on paper looked likely to be the dominant machine in the upcoming local production
racing series, the New Zealand Suzuki distributor at the time asked Suzuki for a new, upgraded
machine to beat the Honda. The E27 SXZ was fitted with wire wheels, more powerful GSGZ front
brakes, Mikuni round-slide oval-bore VM32SS carburettors, larger 33mm bore mufflers same as
fitted to the previous Castrol 6 Hour special, the GSXT , performance camshafts thought most
likely to be Yoshimura profiles [7] as Pops Yoshimura was building Suzuki superbikes and TT
machines for competition during this period , braided brake lines, and an extra set of bronze
sintered clutch plates. Australia also received the Australian-market E This model received a

number of modifications, including lightweight wire wheels with high-performance tires, heavier
brake disks, 98 link chain and sprockets, a grab strap to the rear of the seat, a unique front
fender, and mounting hardware along with alternate mirrors and a lever activated ignition safety
and stop switch. The Australian machines were fitted with standard SZ engines, which received
improved carburetors and a new inlet manifold. In New Zealand, the wire-wheeled bike won the
National Production Championship, as well as numerous club and national races. There were
plans for a model year Katana SXD to be produced, but it never went into production. Appearing
in was the Katana SE with a pop-up headlight , still using an air-oil cooled engine. These were
quite popular, even when their performance was easily outdone by other competitors at the
time. The Katana name was reused, primarily in the North American market, for the revised
GSX-F series from the end of the s through to These same models were offered in Europe, but
without the Katana name, which was absent in Europe from until the arrival of a line of 50 cc
scooters. Features used by the design team for the original Katana can be seen in many
motorcycles of the s through the present, from Suzuki's own XN85 Turbo bike to subtle
markings on the RG two-stroke bikes. The fact that modern sport motorcycles generally have a
fairing and seat that visually merge into a sloped fuel tank is directly traceable to the original
Katana ED1 and ED2 designs. Since , Suzuki has reused the Katana name for its redesigned
model. Its styling pays homage to the original design. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article is about the s motorcycle. For the scooter, see Suzuki Katana AY This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motorcycle Classics.
Retrieved Motorcyclist Magazine. Source Interlink Media. Retrieved 12 October Collezione
Motociclistica Milanese. Roadracing World. October 2, Retrieved October 2, Suzuki motorcycles
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introduced in Hidden categories: All pages needing factual verification Wikipedia articles
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December All articles needing additional references All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from September Commons category link is on Wikidata.
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Suzuki Katana. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F.
GSF S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX
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Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. The Suzuki Katana GSXSZ
was a ground-breaking machine that proved to be one of the most successful production
motorcycles styled by an outside design house. The Katana, named for the famous Japanese
sword, first appeared at the Intermot show in Cologne in May , and production examples
appeared a year later with only a few changes from the show bike. The Katana was powered by
a tweaked cc, valve four that made an impressive bhp and breathed through 32mm smoothbore
Mikuni carburetors. The 1, cc Katana achieved a top speed of mph and a quarter mile time
somewhere around 11 seconds. The cc model is predictably a bit quicker, and both models
received better exhaust timing, twin-swirl combustion and a lighter alternator. The American
market got around 2, 1, cc bikes in , which were distributed roughly two per dealership as part
of a homologation program to make them eligible for superbike racing. In , the GSXS was
replaced by an cc model with conventional 34 mm carbs, and cc and cc models also became
available. A flip-up headlight followed in Europe in , and today that feature is particularly
desirable. At lbs, the Katana is quite heavy by modern standards. The fork rake is 29 degrees
and the slippery fairing makes it stable at speed, but the anti-dive ceases to work once the fork
oil froths and the long wheelbase and weight make it hard to ride quickly through the corners.
The drivetrain of the Katana is quite solid and reliable and not much tends to go wrong with it,
but a noisy fifth gear is a warning of future transmission problems. Brake discs can also warp,
and the rear tire tends to wear quickly. The electrics are typically dependable, though water in
the switchgear can cause problems. Vaseline will keep it out, though. All of them were silver, all
were individually numbered and all were sold the same day. Suzuki did the same thing again in ,
and got the exact same result. Smaller cc and cc versions were made for another two years, and
in the GSXSR Katana returned to the Suzuki range and remained all the way up until After 1,
examples had been built and after 20 years in production, Suzuki finally discontinued the
Katana. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Sport 4-cyl. Get a Quote. Max

torque was Claimed horsepower was Stopping was achieved via Dual hydraulic discs in the
front and a Single hydraulic disc in the rear. The front suspension was a Telescopic, oil
damped, 4-way adj. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The original GSX F was launched
in as a sportsbike. At that time, its specification was perfectly acceptable for a performance
machine all enclosing bodywork, a 16 valve engine and monoshock rear suspension put it on a
par with its peer group. Only the slightly bland styling marked the GSX out from its competitors.
By , the GSX F had been relegated to a more pedestrian budget sports tourer role. The riding
position was tweaked for more comfort, so the bike can be used as a commuter machine. Still,a
dding accessory luggage systems will also transform it into a worthy road-touring bike. The
Katana offers 80 hp and 54 Nm of torque, and a manual 6-speed transmission, for both
low-range useability and high-revving exhilaration. The GSXF Katana has always offered a big
bang for the buck, and the model year is not making an exception to this rule. The GSXF Katana
arrives with an in-line 4 engine, adjustable suspensions and a stiff frame derived from the sport
bikes created for the track. This ensures a great feeling through fast turns and excellent
handling in the urban clutter as well, adding to the joy of riding. Fun, non-intimidating but
nevertheless offering plenty of thrill, the MY GSXF Katana is a supersport-sized bike with
excellent streetability. It can be used for commuting, weekend getaways and even longer trips,
as its ergonomics is top-notch, tweaked for both comfort and extended useability. There are
many aspects the GSXF Katana shares with its bigger brother, and maneuverability is only one
of them. The small Katana packs 78 horsepower and this is more than enough for fast highway
hauls, aggressive city slicing or carving the twisties, solo or two-up. If you're a Supersport
Gixxers fan but would rather be able to ride your sporty bike on a daily basis and even take it for
longer trips, the GSXF Katana is definitely the way to go. A new taillight and a revised cowl are
installed on the bike, retaining the aluminum passenger grab bar. You're in for quite a lot of fun
with the bike's 78 hp and 6-speed transmission, plus an upright riding position which s good for
both daily city slicing and for long hours spent in the seat. Nimble and fairly lightweight, this
bike mixes a sporty feel with excellent all-rounder character. Suzuki decided to call it quits, as a
new generation of sporty all-rounders was coming. Still, the MY GSXF Katana is one of the elite
machines in its segment, thanks to the exceedingly friendly character, very good ergonomics
and premium agility for city slicing. The GSXF Katana has also replaced the full brand name
badge on the tank with the modern Suzuki S emblem, but its cc in-line four is still good for 78 hp
and 54 Nm, making this bike a really fun machine even for seasoned riders. And with its
excellent two-up rideability, it only needs a luggage system and an open road. Looking for a
more streetable version of the supersport machines? The smallest member of the Katana family
has received a better power management feature which switches off the headlight during
startup to reduce the load on the battery. The valve timing has been revised for more mid-range
power, and the tires are compliant with the safety requirements of high-speed riding. The
smaller of the two Katana bikes retains the same sporty, street-ready attire, with fluid, flowing
shapes and eye-pleasing liveries which blend in both track-inspired themes and road-focused
head-turning factor. The bikes remains a carbureted, air and oil-cooled model, with plenty of
agility for slicing the urban jungle, while being more than capable to provide thrills around each
bend of a countryside road. Even though no longer selling in all the markets where it used to,
GSXF Katana has gotten to live to see its model year. The bike retains the features which made
it so popular,
aviators helmet
pressure washer burner wiring diagram
bolens 800 garden tractor
with the resemblance to the sporty cc Gixxer being most likely the most important factor. The
engine remained air and oil-cooled, with the Mikuni carburetors still in place. The design cues
have remained the same, with minor updates to make the bike stand in line with its modern
counterparts, and the iconic dual-oval headlights and the matching side vents are still the
unmistakable trademark for the GSXF Katana. It first began production in and continued until
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